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I. INTRODUCTION 

In previous papers [2,3], the authors have discussed a model pension plan 

in respect to a covered population and payroll subject to growth. The theory 

developed in these papers is referred to as the dynamics of pension funding. 

In this paper we present some extensions and elaborations which follow directly 

from the theory already developed. We believe that these extensions will 

provide additional insights into some of the long term consequences of various 

decisions regarding pension funding. The extensions will be organized in a 

series of notes. 

The first note discusses a general contribution formula and a number of 

special cases and modifications. A second note concerns aggregate cost funding 

when the actuary uses assuraptions about cost factors which differ consistently 

from cost experience. The final note concerns the variation of the annuity unit 

under a variable annuity program patterned after the plan e~nployed by the College 

Retirement Equities Fund (CREF). 

If. A GENERAL CONTRIBUTION FORMULA 

For the model plan discussed in [2] and [3], we consider a contribution 

rate (~C) (t) at time t given by the formula 

(~C) (t) = P(t) + l(~) (t) (I) 

This formula was introduced in [3, Section IV] under the title 'Normal Cost 

Plus Amortization Over a Moving Term' with I = 1/a n providing for amortization 

over n years from the valuation time t . In formula (I) the prefix a 

denotes that attention is fixed on active members. The symbol P_(t) denotes the 
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annual rate of normal cost for the plan at time t and (aU)(t) = (a_V)(t) - (a~](t) 

denotes the unfunded supplemental present value at time t for active members. 

Also, (~y)(t) and (a[)(t) denote the supplemental present value and the fund 

on hand at time t for such members. The underlining in the symbols is in lieu 

of bold-face printing to indicate that they relate to the whole group of active 

members rather than to a unit of benefit. 

It would be natural to generalize formula (i) by replacing the constant 1 

by a function l(t) . This generalization will be used later in this note but 

we shall start with the simpler case where 1 is a constant. AS is pointed out 

in [3, Section IV], the contribution rate defined by formula (i) is related to 

the generalized aggregate cost method first described by Trowbridge [i0]. 

From formula (425 in [3] 

d 
d--~ (~£) (t) = (a~5 (t) + 6(aF) (t) - T~(t) , (2) 

and from formula (7) in [3] 

d (aV) (t) = P(t) + 6(aV} (t) - Tp(t) (3) 
dt . . . . . .  " 

In formulas (2) and (3), T~(t) is the terminal funding normal cost rate at time 

t . Using formula (i) and subtracting formula (25 from formula (3), we obtain 

the following differential equation for the unfunded supplemental present value 

~t(~)(t) = (~-k) it) (47 (~) 
m 

Solving differential equation (4) yields 

(6-k)t 
(~) (t) = (9~) (0) e (5) 

{cf. formulas (49) and [50) of [3]). Using formula (5) and the definition of 

unfunded supplemental present value, we obtain 

(6-k) t 
(~F) (t) = (~y) [t) - (~) (05 e (65 
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To derive some measure of the economic burden of the unfunded supplemental 

present value, we consider the ratio of such present value to the payroll rate 

at time t , and obtain 

(aU)(t) (~U~ (0) (6-T-A)t 

~(t) W(O) -e (7) 

where W(t) = W(0) e Tt (formula (Tg) of [2]) is the annual rate of payroll at 

time t , and r is the total rate of growth of payroll. In formula (7), we 

have assumed, for the first time in this paper, the exponential growth case. 

With this assumption, formula (6) can be rewritten as 

(aF)[t) = (aV) (0) [e Tt - e (~-l)t] + (aF)(0) e (~-l)t , (6a) 

as follows from formula (18) in [3]. Unless it is indicated otherwise, the 

exponential growth case will be assumed in the following. 

The total growth rate T of payroll in the exponential growth case equals 

a + y where a measures the rate of covered population growth and y is the 

growth rate of pay levels. In the language of Allison and Winklevoss [i], the 

rate ~ is to capture the impact of inflation and population-wide changes in 

productivity on the payroll rate. 

Three special cases of formula (i) with some significance for practice will 

be considered. 

Case A: No payment on unfunded supplemental present value (I = 0) . 

(aC)(t) = ~(t) , and by substituting in formulas (5), If ~ = 0 , then 

(6) and (7), we obtain 

a n d  

St 
(aU) (t) = (aU) (0) e , (8) 

(aF) (t) (~V) (0) e Tt St - -  = -" (aU) (0)  e (9 )  

(aU) ( t )  (a£1) (0) e t  
- -  = e , (i0) 

w(t) w(0) 
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where 8 = 6 - T . In formula (9), there is a growth competition between the 

supplemental present value growing at rate T and (~Q)(O) accumulating 

at force of interest ~ . If (~)(0) = 0 , we have 

(aF)(t) = (a~)(0) [e Tt - e 6t] 

which illustrates the importance of the relationship between T and 6 . 

Unless • > ~ , a deficit will arise immediately in this case. Even if 

(aF)(O) > 0 , a deficit will occur ultimately if the growth rate is less than 

the interest rate. 

If 0 < 6 < ~ , a related observation can be made about formula (i0). 

In this situation @ < 0 , and the ratio (~}(t)/~_(t) will decrease even 

though there is no payment on the unfunded supplemental present value. 

Case B: Payment on unfunded supplemental present value at rate @ = ~ - T 

( ~  = e )  . 

H e r e  (~)(t) = ~(t) + @(aU)(t), and formulas (5), (6a) and (7) become 

Tt 

~t 
( ~ E ) ( t )  = [ ~ ) ( o )  e , 

and 

In this case, the fund (aF)(t) 

(ll) 

(12) 

(aU) (t) (a_U) (0) 

~(t) W(O) (13) 

grows at rate T , the same as the other functions 

such as _P(t) and (aV_) (t) (see formula (18) in [3]). Of course, if (aF) (0) = 0 , 

the fund will remain at zero. The ratio (aU) (t)/~(t) remains fixed. If T > ~ , 

then (aC) (t) < P(t) , that is, the contribution rate is less than the normal cQst 

rate. 

These observations indicate that if I > @ , then Ca_F) (t) increases more 

rapidly than Ca V_) it) which grows at rate T . This statement can be verified 

by reference to formula (6) with ~ - I < 6 - 8 = T to see that 

d (_aF) it) 
> T(aF) (t) . 

dt -- -24- 



Case C: 

If 

Payment of interest on unfunded supplemental present value (I = 6) . 

= 6 , then (a~(t) = ~(t) + 6(~) (t) and formulas (5), (6), (6a) 

and (7) become 

C~9 Ct) = (~) C0) , (14) 

(aF) (t) = (a~) (t) - (aU) (0) = (aV) (0) [eTt-l] + (aF) (0) , (15) 

(aU) (t) (a~) (0) - ~ t  
and -- = - - ' e  (16) 

E(t) E(0) 

From formula (15), we see that the growth in the fund keeps up with the growth 

in the supplemental present value, and from formula C16) that the economic burden 

of unfunded supplemental present value declines. 

We summarize our observations concerning these special contribution cases 

in Table i. The contribution rates involved are clearly minimal but their 

long term implications for the model plan under various circumstances may be 

illuminating. 

TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL CASES 

C_aU3 it) 

(~F) Ct) 

(au) (t) 

_W(t) 

1.  

2. 

Case A, I = 0 

0<6<~ 

Increasing 

Increasing I 

Decreasing 

O<z<~ 

Increasing 

Ultimately 
negative and 
decreasing 

Increasing 

Case B, I = ~ - 

0<~<~ 

Increasing 

Constant at 
zero or 
I n c r e a s i n g  2 

0<T<d 

Increasing 

Constant at 
zero or 
increasing 

Constant 

0<8<T 
Case C, I = 

0<~<6 

Constant 

Increasin, 

Constant Decreasin~ 

Constant 

Increasing 

Decreasing 

This fact is related to the proposition developed by Samuelson, Aaron 
and others, and renewed by Hickman [7], ~hat if 6 < ~ , a pay-as-you-go 

social insurance plan increases the welfare of persons who receive average 
real wages. 

In this case Caq)(t) < ~(t) , yet because of the relatively high growth 

rate, an increasing fund develops Cprovlded the initial fund is positive). 
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(a~) (t) 
_w(t) 

It can be shown that 

By increasing or decreasing X , one increases or decreases the rate at 

which the unfunded supplemental present value approaches zero (see formula (5)). 

Trowbridge [i0] has discussed this point extensively. 

We turn now to a contribution pattern called "Normal Cost Plus Amortization 

Over a Fixed Term" in [3, Section IV]. This corresponds to setting 

X(t) = i/~n_t ' in formula (i), (where compound interest functions are based on 

force 8) . We have then 

(aC) (t) = P(t) + (aU) (t)/~n_--:i ~ (17) 

However, we suppose that the plan's sponsor follows the consistent policy of 

contributing at the rate 

(_~_) (t) = ~(t) + f(a~)(t)/~n_£., 0 < f < 1 . (18) 

Following the same steps that led to forr~ula (5), we obtain for our measure of 

the economic burden of unfunded supplemental present value, 

W(O) exp[8 t - f _ • 
-- 0 

and it follows that 

t 
_-i 

/ a-=~ dh = log t~.~/~n-~) 
0 

(20) 

(a~)(t) (aU)(0) 8t / _  f 

~(t) ~(0) • e [~n_~,/~W (21) 

In the situation defined by formula (i), a reduction in I , based on a 

decision of the plan sponsor, has the effect of slowing the decay of (~) (t~/~_(t) , 

as can be seen from formula (7). In the case defined by formula (18), the effect 

of changing the funding policy by selecting f , 0 < f < 1 , is more complex. 

The amortization of unfunded supplemental present value is still completed in 

n years, but there is a transfer from the earlier to the latter part of the term. 

This is illustrated by the graphs in Figure i. 
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If f = i , formula (21) becomes 

(aU) (t) (a~) (0) 

J~(t) J~(O) {~n-t'/~I~ 1) (22) 

which is equivalent to formula (44) of [3]. 

In yet another modification of formula (17], let us suppose that the plan 

sponsor adopts the policy of contributing a fixed amount 

is specified by formula (17), that is 

(a~) (t) = _P(t) + [(aU~)(t)~n-~]- k . (23) 

Formula (4) becomes 

The solution of this differential equation for (a~) (t) , and the calculation 

of the measure of economic burden of unfunded supplemental present value, 

(a~ (t)/~(t) , shows this ratio to be formula (22) plus the amount 

k n~_ (log ~ s~l )~_(0)e TL (25) 

As t -~ n , this increment goes to zero. For T = 6 , formula (25) is 

k(n- t)(log[n/(n- t)])/W(0)e Tt (26) 

k less per year than 

III. AGGREGATE COST FUNDING WITH ASSUMED RATES DIFFERENT FROM 

EXPERIENCE RATES. 

In this section we consider what develops under aggregate cost funding 

if experience interest and growth rates differ from valuation assumptions in a 

consistent fashion. Interest at force ~ is assumed for the future, but 

investment income at force 6' has been experienced in the past and will be 

experienced in the future. Payroll is assumed to grow at a continuous annual 

rate • , but in fact in the past it has grown at rate T' and will do so in 

the future. The development will be restricted to functions for active members. 
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This is in accord with the practice, which we expect will become increasingly 

common, to consider a separate fund for the retirees with experience gains in 

the separate fund distributed to the retirees. Some of the issues involved 

in distributing experience gains to retired lives will be considered in Section IV. 

For simplicity, we will consider only the exponential growth case here. 

Under these assumptions, the annual rate of normal cost can be expressed 

as (see formula (4) in [3]) 

r - (~-T) (r-x) T 2 
~(t) = f e r't e m(x) dx (27) 

a 

where Tp = ir s(r) b ~r ' ~r is valued at force of interest 6 , and m(x) 

T't 
is the pension purchase density function. Note that the term e takes 

into account actual growth in payroll to time t at rate ~' , and that growth 

in the future is assessed at rate T and interest is assessed at 6 (according 
x 

to the valuation assumptions). With M(x) = / re(y) dy , integration by parts 
a 

on formula (27) yields 

r 
P(t) = ~ e~'t e-(~-~)(r-x) T p dM(x) 

a 

r r ~, 
= eT'te-(6-~) (r-x)T M(x) I - ; e t e-(6-T) (r-x) (6-~)TP S(x) dx 

a a 

= eY't T p _ (6-T) (aV) (t) . (28) 

The integral on the right hand side of the second equality of formula (28) is an 

extension of formula (5) in [3]. That formula states the supplemental value at 

time t is given by 

r 
(aV)(t) = ~ e -~(r-x) Tp(t+r-x) M(x) dx . 

a 
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In the present case Tp er't + ~(r-x) is playing the role of Tp(t+r-x) , a 

distinction being made about experience growth in the past at rate r' and 

assumed growth in the future at rate T . Formula (28) may be rearranged to 

yield 

P(t) + ~(aV~ (t) = Tp(t) + T(~)(t) (29) 

which appears on the surface to be identical to the income allocation equation, 

formula (7) in [3]. However, it is important to note, using formula (28), that 

d 
d--t- (_aV) (t) ~ ~(aV_) (t) . 

In fact, because the functions E(t) , (~V) (t) , and Tp(t) all have the factor 

T't T' e , the functions grow at rate rather than rate T . 

Exploiting this remark and formula (29), we find 

d 
d--~ (aV_) (t) = ~' (_aV_) (t) = z(aV_) (t) + (~'-~) (@y) (t) 

= (~(t) + 6'(ay)(t) -Tp(t)] + [(T'-T) - (6'-6)] (aV)(t) (30) 

= P(t) + 6' (aV) (t) - Tp(t) + (@-8') (aV) (t) . 

We assume that aggregate cost funding is according to the formula 

(_aC) (t) = ~(t) + (aU) (t) (31) 

(see formula (59) in [3]). In this expression, the mean temporary annuity 

= (_P~) (t)/_P(t) is independent of t in the exponential growth case (see formula 

(84) in [2]) and is based on the assumed rates 6 and T . Then the progress of 

the active life fund is governed by the differential equation 

d(_aF_) (t) 

dt (aC) (t) + 6'(aF) (t) - Tp(t) 

(aU) (t) Tp 
=P(t) + -- + 6'(aF)(t) - (t) . (32) 
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Note that in formula (32) the fund is earning interest at the experience rate 

6' . However the life annuity factor ~r in T~(t) = e T't I r s(r) b ~r is 

valued at the assumed force of interest 6 . This means that if 6' > 6 , 

the fund for retirees will experience consistent gains by reason of the force 

of interest differential 6' - 6 . These gains could be distributed to the 

retirees. In the first two papers in this series [2,3], it was stressed that 

the annuity to retired lives could contain an adjustment factor ~(x) providing 

for continuous and deterministic adjustment of pension amounts. In the present 

case the adjustment would be based on interest gains on the retired life fund. 

Aspects of this possibility are discussed in Section IV. 

Subtracting formula (32) from formula (30), we obtain 

d (aU) (t) + (~-I _ ~,) (~ (t) = k(aV) (t) = k(~) (0)e ~'t (33) 
dt . . . .  ' 

where k = 8- O' = (~-~) - (6'-~')= (6-6') - (~-~'). 

Solving the differential equation in formula (33), replacing (~)(0) by 

-T't 
(@V) (t) e , and assuming (~) (0) = 0 , yields 

~ F )  ( t )  = ( a ~ ) ( t ) |  _1 ~ ,  - e - - @') (34)  

Thus if ~-I > 8' = (6'-r') , 

Limit ~) (t) ~-I _ @ 
t ~ ~ ~Z) (t) - ~-i (35) 

a - 8' 

If %' = 6' - T' = ~ - T = @ , the limit in formula (35) is one, and the active 

life fund approaches the supplemental present value for actives. If 

~-i > @, = (~'-T') > @ = ~ - • , the experience difference between growth and 

interest rates is greater than the corresponding assumed difference, and the fund 

will become larger than the supplemental present value. If ~-i > 8' = (6'-T') 

< @ = 6 - ~ , the experience difference between growth and interest rates is less 

than the corresponding assumed difference, and the fund for active lives will 
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remain smaller than the supplemental present value. In this simplified exponential 

growth model, note that it is the relationship between the difference of spread 

between the interest and growth rates in the valuation assumptions and the experience 

that determines the asymptotic relationship between the size of the fund and the 

size of the supplemental present value. 

IV. ANNUITY UNIT VALUATION IN A CREF-LIFE PLAN. 

In Section III we considered some implications of a consistent difference 

between assumed and experience interest and growth rates. In this section a 

related question will be considered. Can the dynamics of pension funding be 

used to illustrate the operation of a variable annuity system such as CREF? 

The CREF system is described by Duncan [6]. By restricting attention to retired 

lives and by making appropriate modifications, it does prove possible to adapt 

our theory for the illustrative purpose indicated. The discussion by Cody [5] 

on the fundamentals of variable annuities also uses a continuous model that has 

many similarities to ours. 

We consider a variable annuity accumulation fund from which annuity units 

are purchased at age r on the basis of assumed interest at force 6 and 

assumed mortality at force ~ , x > r . The actual force of investment yield 
x 

will be denoted by 6' , assumed time dependent, and the actual mortality force 
t 

by ~' , x > r . This latter force may also be time dependent to some degree 
x 

but for our illustrative purposes we shall assume that such time dependent force 

can be replaced by an average force for the time period studied. The rate of 

payment at time t ~or an annuity unit will depend on the experience forces of 

investment return and of mortality, and will be denoted by h(t) . We shall 

call ~(t) the annuity unit value at time t 

The present value at time t for the annuities then in force will be 

denoted by ~V)(t) . -32- 



where 

(rV) (t} = b ( t ) . H ( t )  (36) 

|_~(t) = 5 ~(t+r-x) ( I i  / i~] ~x dx (37) 
r 

In  formula (37), N( t+ r -x )  denotes the number o f  annui ty  un i ts  which were 

purchased by members reaching age r at time t - (x-r) . The factor 

{ll / i~) measures actual survival from age r to age x by such purchasers, 

and ax denotes the unit life annuity value on the basis of the assumed forces 

6 and U x The symbol ~(t) raay be interpreted as representing the present 

value, expressed in annuity units, of the annuities in force at time t . Then 

(~V)(t) is the present value, in dollars, of the annuities in force at time 

t taking into account the current annuity unit value ~(t) . It will be 

assumed that (rV) (t) = (IF) (t) , the fund for retired lives, and therefore 

(Z[)(t) 
h(t) H(t) (38) 

Unlike the formula presented by Duncan in [61, no allowance is made for expenses, 

and the annuity unit value varies continuously rather than annually. 

For our case, the annual rate ~(t) of annuity payments at time t will 

be given by 

where 

__B(t) = _ b ( t ) . I [ t )  , (39) 

i ~ ( t )  = f ~ ( t + r - x )  ( l l  / I r )  dx 
r 

is the annual rate of annuity payments in terms of annuity units. 

The progress of ~(t) , the present value in dollars of annuities in 

force at time 

equation 

d 
dt 

(40) 

- -  ( r ~ ) ( t )  = N( t )  b ( t )  ~ r  + ~t  ( r V ) ( t )  - B ( t )  . 
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Equation (417 has been written down from general principles and will shortly 

be compared with what would be obtained by differentiating the right member 

of formula (36). Through this comparison, we shall obtain a differential 

equation for b(t) . Equation 4417 expresses the same idea as presented by 

Kischuk in his discussion [8, page 206]. The new initial annuity income 

purchased at time t is N(t) b(t) = ~(t) / ~r ' where C{t) is the amount 

of money transferred from an accumulation to an annuity account at time t . 

The new annuity income, ~(t) / ~r ' depends on the current value of the 

accumulations of the lives entering the retired state, and on the interest and 

mortality basis of X r , but it does not depend on b(t) • 

Differentiating the expression in formula (36), we obtain 

db (t) dH(t) 
d ([V)(t) = H(t) ~ + b(t) dt 
dt 

But, from formula (37), we have 

_d H(t) = f ~ N(t+r-x 1-- 7- -a dx 
dt -- r -- r x 

- _N(t+r-x) ~ a x dx 
r r 

x 
= - j 1- 7- a x d N_(t+r-x) 

r r 

(see [2, p. 187]) 

i' ~X N(t+r-x) I 
r r 

f [ N(t+r-x)/ir] [ - l x  ~x'~X 
r 

= _N(t) ~r ~ ~ H(t) - I(t) + M(t) 

+ i' {~x(~x + 6) -i}] dx x 
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where M_.( t ) = 

Then 

d (rV} (t) 

dt 

r 

db_(t) 
H(t) ~ + N(t) b(t) E r + 6 (I~ It) - B(t) + ~(t) /~(t) . 

(42) 

(43) 

Equating the right hand members of formulas (41) and (43) yields 

d~_(t) 
dt = [6~ - 6 - (M(t) / H_(t))] blt) . (44) 

The differential equation (44) for b(t) can be solved in the form 

r "I 

b(tll = b~t01 exp |~ tl 18~ - ~ - (M(t) / Hlt) J dt] 145~ 
L to - _ 

But 

~(tl/_M<t~ = ~ _~(t+r-xl (l'A'Ix r (~x-~'Ix ~x dx / f ~(t+r-x) (l~llrl ~x dx 
r r 

(which relates mortality gain or loss to H(t)) is a weighted average at time t 

- ' r < x < w say of ~x ~x ' 

M(t) / _HH(t) : E t - U~ - (46) 

Then equation (45) may be rewritten as 

_b(t I) = bb(t 0) exp ~-I/tl [~ ~ +-'-~t ] dt]-- (47) 
t to - ~t 

which indicates how the annuity unit value grows as a result of investment 

gain or loss and mortality gain or loss. 

In CREF the annuity unit is revalued once each year in April to reflect 

CREF's total experience for the preceding fiscal year April 1 to March 35 

(see [9] ) , The CREF annuity unit values since 1952 are shown in Table 2. 

In [9] it is stated that changes in the annuity uhit value result primarily 

from the investment experience of CREF' s common stocks, and CREF' s mortality 

experience and expenses produce smaller effects. The assumed effective annual 

rate of interest is 4 percent, and the current mortality assumptions are the 
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1971 Individual Annuity Mortality Table with ages set back 0 years for males 

and 1 1/2 years for females. 

TABLE 2 

CREF ANNUITY UNIT VALUES SINCE 1952 

(Annuity Year: May through April) 

1952 $I0.00 1962 $26.13 1972 $35.74 

1953 9.46 1963 22.68 1973 31.58 

1954 10.74 1964 26.48 1974 26.21 

1955 14.11 1965 28.21 1975 21.84 

1956 18.51 1966 30.43 1976 26.24 

1957 16.88 1967 31.92 1977 24.80 

1958 16.71 1968 29.90 1978 23.28 

1959 22.03 1969 32.50 1979 27.28 

1960 22.18 1970 28.91 1980 26.27 

1961 26.25 1971 30.64 

From Table 2 it can be observed that the highest annuity unit value $35.74 

was in 1972, and that in the six years 1961, 1962, 1964, 1974, 1976 and 1980 the 

annuity unit stood at the $26 level. 

In some variable annuity plans (see Campbell [4] and Cody [5] ) the annuitants 

do not participate in the gains and losses in mortality experience, as is the 

case in the CREF plan. When this is the case, the ter~ M(t) / ~(t) would not 

appear in formula (44), and formula (45) would become 

t 1 

b(t I) = b(t 0) exp [ St 0 (6~ - 6) dt] , (48) 

that is, the annuity unit value would vary by reason of the difference between 

the experienced investment return and the assumed return. 

V. SUMMARY 

Section II has dealt with contribution rates for active m~mbers consisting 

of the normal cost plus a generalized amortization method for unfunded supplemental 
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value. Several significant special cases involving prescribed relationships 

among amortization, interest and growth rates were examined. Section III 

discussed aggregate cost funding for active members when there exist consistent 

differences between the assumed and the actual interest and growth rates. Section 

IV reviewed the operation of a variable annuity system by means of the general 

model for pension dynamics. It appears that many other pension funding questions 

can be studied by means of this model. 
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